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Give your Intellectual Property
practice the edge with ktMINE,®
brought to you by Wolters Kluwer
“ktMINE offers
significant time
savings and
unparalleled IP
analytics by finding
and connecting
many types of IP
data, such as license
agreements, royalty
rates, patents, and
syndicated news.”
David McIntosh,
Partner at
Ropes & Gray,
IP Transactions

Intellectual property information is complex and accessible through numerous data
sources. It is difficult and time consuming to find the information you need and challenging
to aggregate it so that it is usable. Wolters Kluwer is excited to bring you ktMINE, the
only platform that finds, connects and analyzes intellectual property data, simplifying
the research process, minimizing research time, and maximizing analysis power.
ktMINE is the most comprehensive repository of IP data available including license
agreements, royalty rates, patents, patent assignments, U.S. trademarks, trademark
assignments, M&A deals, and patent litigation gathered through a proprietary
process from thousands of publicly available sources and updated daily. ktMINE’s
intuitive search functionality, insightful reports and powerful analytics enable you
to make better decisions and better advise your clients.

Faster, more accurate search results

ktMINE’s search capabilities allow you to access multiple datasets and search by
company, sector, technology or industry. Search filters enable you to easily refine your
search results, and custom alerts can be set to notify you about any changes so that
you stay current.

Insightful reports

With ktMINE’s reporting capability, you can instantly view a company’s full IP portfolio
including license agreements, patents/assignments, trademarks/assignments and M&A
deals for the full corporate tree with its subsidiaries. Quickly be alerted when a company
makes a change to their IP portfolio.

Powerful analytics

Through connected datasets, ktMINE provides analytics and insights, such as
trends and transaction structures that aid in IP strategy development, valuation
and decision making.
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ktMINE has many practical uses:
• For mastering licensing and IP transactions use licensing and royalty rate data along with company profiles
• For effective litigation strategy use patent, licensing and royalty rate data
• F or prosecution work use patent analytics and company profiles to quickly understand technology and
patenting trends
• F or successful M&A deals use company profiles

Company X

Quickly view analytics to gain insights
into patent trends of a specific
industry or sector, such as worldwide
patent applications and grants, in
the Patents tab.

Use Charts & Graphs to view
a company’s total portfolio of
patents, license agreements,
trademarks, and M&A deals.
Select a classification/industry
to review the assets.

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more. wolterskluwerlr.com/ktMINE
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Easily see royalty rate trends
over time, in the Agreements tab,
for a specific industry or sector.

